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Questions Worth Raising: Automated Writing
Evaluations And Legacy Admissions
Author(s): Gupta D, Kumar S

My opinion

As medical education researchers, we have a vision
and that is why we are raising these questions. Can
automated writing evaluations of personal statement
help in objective assessments of applications? Can
legacy admissions be objectively streamlined in
graduate medical education?

Automated Writing Evaluation
of Personal Statement

Reviewersâ€™ critiques and comments about written
language started this quest about how reviewers of
biomedical manuscripts recognize that English is
authorsâ€™ second language in spite of them being
blind to authorsâ€™ identities. We wondered that
there must be some outliers within written texts which
make it easy for reviewers to recognize the
above-mentioned fact [1]. We also wondered whether
reviewers who are biomedical peers are trained and
proficient to recognize these outliers. Therefore, as a
solution, we thought whether artificial intelligence (AI)
can perform this work by either writing manuscripts or
correcting written drafts in real time assuming that no
language can be a second language for AI [2].
Therefore, we have explored ai-writer.com and
grammarly.com to generate and correct biomedical
text respectively [3-4]. However, text correction has
been more successful than text generation because
generated text has required improvements to convey
our thoughts appropriately. While we have not
published AI-generated text, we have played with
philosopherai.com to generate personal statements to
see if  AI-generated text conveys thoughts
appropriately [5]. Although AI-authors as AI-text
generators are still in infancy stages and still learning
to evolve, AI-editors and AI-evaluators have been
making inroads for some time providing automated
writing evaluations (AWEs) and objectively scoring
texts [6]. However, bias-free processes may still
remain unachievable because during natural selection
[7], bias may have evolved innately among humans
who may have passed it onto AI while designing AI
which AI may not be able to discard even when it

starts learning on its own. Futuristically as a
countermeasure against plagiarism, it will be
interesting to see if AI-evaluators will be able to
differentiate texts written by humans with or without
corrections by AI-editors from texts generated by
AI-authors. In the interim, it may be a good start for
program directors as human-evaluators to seek
assistance from AI-evaluators like ETS e-raterÂ® and
virtualwritingtutor.com [8-9], which may objectively
score personal statements to compare applicants
during recruitment processes. Ongoing resident
recruitment season onward, we may consider to
explore double-digit scoring of personal statements
(essays) by virtualwritingtutor.com over 6-point ETS
e-raterÂ® with self-identifiers in personal statements
removed (automatic or manual redactions) before
uploading personal statements into AI-evaluators [10].
As medical licensing examination has replaced
numerical scoring with Pass-Fail, personal
statementsâ€™ AWE scores may impart technological
objectivity into holistic review of multi-thousand
applications submitted electronically to graduate
medical education programs.

Legacy Admissions In
Graduate Medical Education

The time has come to move beyond debating needs
and harms of legacy admissions [11-12]. It is time to
standardize the process of legacy admissions by
completely separating it from the process of
non-legacy admissions with an annually updated
ceiling for the percentage recruited as legacy
admissions within each department/school/institution.
For graduate medical education (GME) programs, a
reasonable ceiling can be 10% provided that at least
ten slots are up for recruitment annually. Although
incidence of legacy admissions inÂ GME is not known,
recruitment practices disproportionately favoring rich
and privileged imply college and medical school
recruitment practices overflowing into GME [13-15].
T h e r e f o r e ,  1 0 %  i s  a  c o n s e r v a t i v e
estimate/projectionÂ limiting legacy admissions to
1/year/programÂ because programs uncommonly
recruitÂ in double digits. Though in the absence of
candidates meeting the standards for legacy
admissions, their allotted seats can be filled with
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non-legacy candidates, vice-versa should not be
allowed so as to ensure that in the garb of sustaining
overbearing legacy, the legacy of high standards at
department/school/institution is not detained. The
GME programs can initially screen all applications as
per their online filtering criteria like examination scores,
year of graduation and work authorization status to
name a few. After the initial online filtering of
applications and after ensuring provisions for blinding
applicationsâ€™ reviewers to applicantsâ€™
photograph, name, age, gender, birthplace, language
proficiency, ethnicity and postal/ZIP code [16], GME
programsâ€™ recruitment teams can manually review
filtered applications to decide which applicants meet
their criteria for interview calls. However, at this time,
the number of non-legacy applicants called for
interviews should be limited to [10*0.9n] with n being
the number of seats up for recruitment that year. For
the remaining [10*0.1n] interview slots, the legacy
applicants can be interviewed ensuring that although
these legacy applications did not fulfill manually
reviewed criteria of GME programsâ€™ recruitment
teams, they must have met their online filtering criteria.
Essentially, legacy applicants who get filtered out per
online criteria may not be called for interviews despite
available vacancies among [10*0.1n] interview slots.
All legacy interviewees should be interviewed on same
day for comparative evaluation among them before
ranking only [0.1n] interviewees higher enough within
the National Resident Matching Program ranking lists
so that at most [0.1n] interviewees can match as
legacy at GME programs. Essentially, the legacy
recruitment among GME programs should be
performed transparently and objectively so that
non-legacy applicants can survive the onslaught of
legacy applicants comprehensively and effectively.Â 

Conclusion

Summarily, as medical education researchers, it is
worth asking whether automated writing evaluations of
personal statement can help in objective assessments
of applications and whether legacy admissions can be
objectively streamlined in graduate medical education.
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